Abstract. We offer a groupoid-theoretic approach to computing invariants. We illustrate this approach by describing the Gel'fand-MacPherson correspondence and the Gale transform. We also provide Zariski-local descriptions of the moduli space of ordered points in P 1 . We give an explicit description of the moduli space M 0 (P 1 , 2) over Spec Z. In characteristic 2, the singularity at the totally ramified cover is isomorphic to the affine cone over the Veronese embedding P 1 → P 4 .
Introduction
The central question in classical invariant theory is to describe the graded ring of invariants ⊕ n≥0 Γ(X, O(n)) G where G is an algebraic group acting linearly on a projective space P(V ) and X ⊆ P(V ) is a G-invariant subvariety. In this paper, we show that one can sometimes "slice" the groupoid G × X ⇉ X by a subvariety W ⊆ X which is suitably transverse to the generic orbit to produce a groupoid R| W ⇉ W (not necessarily arising from a group action) where it is easier to compute the invariants. Specifically, suppose X is normal and g : W → X is a finite type morphism such that the composition G × W → G × X σ − → X is flat whose image G · W ⊆ X has a complement of codimension at least 2, then R| W := G × X × X×X W × W ⇉ W is a flat groupoid and there is a canonical isomorphism Γ(X, O(n))
R|W ; see Section 2. In stack-theoretic language, if X is normal and g : W → X a finite type morphism such that the composition W g − → X → [X/G] to the quotient stack is a flat morphism whose image has a complement of codimension at least 2, then R| W = W × [X/G] W ⇉ W is flat groupoid with the same invariants as G × X ⇉ X.
In Section 3, we illustrate the above idea by offering generalizations of the classical Gel'fandMacPherson correspondence and Gale transform. Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 recover and generalize results of [GM82] , [Hu05] and [Bor03] . In Section 4, we employ the technique of slicing to give Zariski-local descriptions of the moduli space of n order points in P 1 as in [HMSV09] . In fact, unlike the description in [HMSV09] , we offer a description of Zariski-neighborhoods around strictly semistable points which cover the quotient space.
In Section 5, we offer a global description of the Kontsevich moduli space of stable maps M 0 (P 1 , 2) as well as its GIT compactification. Here M 0 (P 1 , 2) is the coarse moduli scheme parameterizing nonconstant, degree 2 morphisms P 1 → P 1 modulo automorphisms of the source. If the characteristic is not 2, then M 0 (P 1 , 2) has a simple description: since giving a degree 2 morphism P 1 → P 1 is equivalent to giving two unordered points in P 1 , M 0 (P 1 , 2) is simply the affine scheme (P 1 ×P 1 \∆)/Z 2 . In characteristic 2, it is more subtle to give an explicit description of M 0 (P 1 , 2) due to the totally ramified morphism f :
In fact, the motivation of this paper was to understand the singularity in M 0 (P 1 , 2) at the point corresponding to f . The automorphism group scheme Aut(f ) is the subgroup scheme V (a 2 − d 2 , b 2 , c 2 ) ⊆ PGL 2 , where a, b, c and d are matrix entries. The group scheme Aut(f ) is a finite, connected, non-reduced and non-linearly reductive group scheme of dimension 3 at the identity. In particular, Luna'sétale slice theorem does not offer anétale local description of M 0 (P 1 , 2) at this point. We will describe M 0 (P 1 , 2) globally by realizing it as the following geometric quotient: since any degree 2 morphism can be written as P 1 → P 1 , [x, y] → [A 1 x 2 + B 1 xy + C 1 y 2 , A 2 x 2 + B 2 xy + C 2 y 2 ], one sees that M 0 (P 1 , 2) = U/ PGL 2 , where if V is the free Z-module generated by A i , B i , C i , then
is the invariant open locus consisting of basepoint free sections and PGL 2 acts linearly on V by acting on the homogenous coordinates x and y; see Section 5 for details. The line bundle
gives a compactification of M 0 (P 1 , 2). There are some obvious invariants over Z:
(1.1)
with the relations
Theorem 1. The projective ring of invariants has the following explicit description:
In particular, over
is the cone over the Veronese embedding P
O(4)
→ P 4 , where the origin corresponds to the totally ramified morphism
While the above theorem is rather modest, it is our belief that the technique of the proof is of interest and may be applicable in other invariant calculations.
Slicing groupoids
2.1. Groupoids. Let S be a scheme. An S-groupoid is a pair of morphisms s, t : R ⇉ X of schemes over S together with an identity section e : X → R, an inverse i : R → R and a composition c : R × t,X,s R → R satisfying the usual identities. We say that an S-groupoid s, t : R ⇉ X is an fppf S-groupoid if s, t are flat and locally of finite presentation and R (s,t) → X × S X is quasi-compact and separated. A line bundle on X with R-action is a line bundle L on X with an isomorphism α : s * L ∼ → t * L satisfying the cocycle condition. We define the Γ(S, O S )-module of R-invariant sections as the equalizer
2.2. Group actions. If G is a group scheme flat, finitely presented and separated over S acting on a scheme p : X → X where σ : G × S X → X is the multiplication morphism, then σ, p 2 : G × S X ⇉ X is an fppf S-groupoid where the identity, inverse and composition are defined in the obvious way. A line bundle on X with G-action (or equivalently a G-linearization) is the same a line bundle on X with R = G × S X-action (i.e. a line bundle L on X with an isomorphism α : σ * L → p * 2 L satisfying the cocycle condition).
A G-linearization of the trivial sheaf O X is an isomorphism α : O G×SX ∼ → O G×S X with the cocycle condition being (σ, p 2 )
for all S-schemes T and T -valued points g, h ∈ G(T ) and x ∈ X(T ). If Ψ factors as G × S X p1 → G χ → G m , then χ is a character (i.e. a homomorphism G → G m of group schemes). Conversely, any character χ gives a G-linearization of the trivial sheaf. In particular, if p * O X = O S , then G-linearizations correspond precisely to characters G → G m .
2.3. Slicing. If g : W → X is a morphism of schemes, define R| W as the fiber product
where the identity, inverse and composition are defined in the obvious way. There is a cartesian diagram 
R|W is an isomorphism. If X is normal, then by Hartogs' theorem we obtain the following useful proposition:
Proposition 2.1. Suppose R ⇉ X is an fppf S-groupoid with X normal. Let L be a line bundle on X with R-action. If g : W → X is a morphism such that the composition R × t,X,g W → R s → X is flat and whose image has a complement of codimension at least 2, then the natural pullback
R|W is an isomorphism.
Remark 2.2. If G × X ⇉ X is the fppf S-groupoid arising from a group action, then slicing by g : W → X often produces groupoids R| W ⇉ W that do not arise from some group action.
2.4. Flatness. We provide here a method to check when slicing a groupoid R ⇉ X by a locally closed subscheme W ֒→ X produces an fppf S-groupoid R| W ⇉ W . Recall the following version of the local criterion for flatness Proposition 2.3. Let φ : A → B be a flat, local homomorphism of local noetherian rings. For f ∈ B, the following conditions are equivalent:: (i) f is a non-zero divisor and B/(f ) is flat over A.
Let s, t : R ⇉ X is an fppf S-groupoid with S noetherian. Suppose W = V (f ) ֒→ X is defined by the vanishing locus of a section f ∈ Γ(X, L) for a line bundle L on X with R-action (where f is not necessarily R-invariant). To show that the composition t −1 (W ) → R s → X is flat above x ∈ X, one needs to show that for all ρ ∈ t −1 (W ) ⊆ R with t(ρ) = x, the local ring homomorphism
is flat. By the local criterion for flatness, this reduces to showing that t * f ⊗ 1 is a non-zero divisor in O R,ρ ⊗ OX,x O X,x /m x , where m x ⊆ O X,x is the maximal ideal. We conclude:
Proposition 2.4. With the notation above, the composition t
2.5. Stacky interpretation. If s, t : R ⇉ X is an fppf S-group, then by [LMB00, Cor 10.6] the quotient stack X = [X/R] is an Artin stack (with separated and quasi-compact diagonal). A line bundle L on X with R-action is precisely the data of a line bundle L on X and the R-invariant
Conversely, given any Artin stack X and morphism X → X , the fiber product R = X × X X with two projections p 1 , p 2 : R ⇉ X forms an groupoid (with the identity, inverse and composition naturally defined). If X → X is flat and locally of finite presentation, then
If g : W → X is a morphism of schemes, then the S-groupoid R| W ⇉ W obtained from slicing
Computing invariants.
To compute the global sections of Γ(X , L), one may choose any flat, finitely presented and surjective morphism p : X → X and compute the R-invariant sections Γ(X, p * L) where R = X × X X. Furthermore, if X is normal, then one may choose a flat, finitely presented p : X → X such that image p(U ) ⊆ X has a complement of codimension at least 2.
Suppose G is a smooth group scheme acting on a normal scheme X and L is a G-linearization. In many invariant theory problems, one wants to compute the graded ring of
If one has guesses for generators X i and relations R j , then one may
→ X is flat with image having complement of codimension at least 2 (or, in other words, p : W → [X/G] is flat such that [X/G] \ p(W ) has codimension at least 2). Therefore, the invariant calculation can be simplified if one chooses the slice W → X cleverly such that the invariant sections Γ(W, L k ) R|W are easily computable.
The Gel'fand-MacPherson correspondence and Gale transform
We offer a generalization of the classical Gel'fand-MacPherson correspondence ( [GM82] ) and Gale transform ( [Gal56] ).
3.1. Grassmanians. Let the base ring be the integers Z. Let G r(k − 1, n − 1) = Gr(k, n) be the Grassmanian of (k − 1)-dimensional hyperplanes of P n−1 (k-dimensional linear subspaces of A n ) for 0 < k < n. Since every k-linear subspace can be represented by a basis of k-vectors in A n and two basis differ by an element of GL k , we can realize the Grassmanian as the geometric quotient U k,n / GL k , where GL k acts on the set of (k × n)-matrices A kn by left multiplication and
is the open GL k -invariant subscheme consisting of matrices of full rank. The Grassmanian Gr(k, n) is a smooth projective scheme of dimension kn − k 2 = (n − k)k.
The action of GL n on A kn by right multiplication by the transpose induces an action on the quotient Gr(k, n) = U k,n / GL k , which corresponds to the action on k-dimensional subspaces of A n from GL n acting linearly on A n . This realizes the quotient stack
as the open substack of (k × n)-matrices of full rank where GL k is acting on the left and GL n is acting on the right. The codimension of the complement is at least 2.
3.2. Picard group. The Picard group of Gr(k, n) ∼ = Z with very ample generator
(1) where O
(1) corresponds to the GL n -linearization of the structure sheaf O Gr(k,n) given by the character
where M i,j is the GL k × GL nlinearization of the trivial sheaf corresponding to the product of the characters det
3.3. The correspondence. Let n be a positive integer and 0 < k 1 , . . . , k m < n positive integers such that k = k 1 +· · ·+k m > n. We consider the diagonal action of GL n on Gr(k 1 , n)×· · ·×Gr(k m , n) and we study the quotient stack [Gr(k 1 , n)×· · ·×Gr(k m , n)/ GL n ]. By using the above representation of the grassmanian as a quotient, we see that if we consider the subgroup H = GL k1 × · · · × GL km ⊆ GL k and H acts via left multiplication on the set of k × n-matrices A kn , then
is the open substack consisting of blocks of ( 
with the complement of each open inclusion of codimension at least 2. Also note that [A kn /(H × GL n )] is normal so that the restrictions of line bundles under these inclusions induces isomorphisms on Picard groups.
corresponding to the GL k1 × · · · × GL km × GL n -linearization of the structure sheaf given by the product of the characters det
be the line bundle on [Gr(k 1 , n)×· · ·×Gr(k m , n)/ GL n ] corresponding to the GL n -linearization of the structure given by the character det −jm+1 : GL n → G m . Similarly, let L be the line bundle on [Gr(n, k)/H] corresponding to the ample generator and O (j1,···jm) the line bundle corresponding to the H-linearization of the structure sheaf given by the product of det
We have established the following general Gel'fand-MacPherson correspondence, which was also proven by Yi Hu in [Hu05, Theorem 4.2]:
Proposition 3.1. Let n be a positive integer and 0 < k 1 , . . . , k m < n positive integers such that
For a line bundle L on [Gr(n, k)/H], we have an isomorphism of GIT quotients
3.4. The groups SL n and PGL n . If one considers the action of SL n and PGL n on P n−1 instead of GL n and the induced actions on product of Grassmanians, the Picard groups on the quotient stacks are different but of course the GIT quotients are the same.
If L is the very ample generator of the Picard group of Gr(k, n), then the inclusion SL n ⊆ GL n induces a unique SL n -linearization of L. There is no PGL n -linearization of L but there is a unique PGL n -linearization of L ⊗n . Define the group S(H × GL n ) ⊆ H × GL n ⊆ GL n+k and S(H) ⊆ H ⊆ GL k consisting of matrices of determinant 1. There are non-canonical inclusions H ֒→ S(H×GL n ) and
and a surjection on Picard groups
which for a line bundle L ∈ [Gr(n, k)/S(H)] induces an isomorphism of GIT quotients
and an injection on Picard groups
We have inclusions of open substacks
The most classical Gel'fand-MacPherson correspondence is in the case that each k i = 1.
Corollary 3.2. Let m > n be positive integers. There is an open immersion of Artin stacks
For a line bundle L on [Gr(n, k)/H], there is an isomorphism of GIT quotients
3.5. A generalization to flag varieties. We can generalize the main result of [Bor03] which offered birational equivalences between certain flag associations.
dn be the open subscheme consisting of d × n matrices where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the first d i rows are full rank. The group GL d acts on A dn by left multiplication. Fix a representation of a flag in U dn (for instance, id d 0 ). The stabilizer P ⊆ GL d is a parabolic subgroup and
∨ is a very ample line bundle. The group GL n acts on F (d, n) and L has a GL n -linearization as above.
Let
Let e = (e 1 , . . . , e s ) with 0 < e 1 < · · · < e s < n be integers. Set d = d 1 + · · · + d r . Let P i ⊆ GL di be the parabolic subgroup fixing a d i × n-matrix representing some flag in F (d i , n) and Q ⊆ GL n be the parabolic subgroup fixing a n × d-matrix representing some flag in F (e, d).
The diagonal action of
) and the action of Q ⊆ GL n on the product
[F (e, d)/P ] S g g P P P P P P P P P P P P with Ψ a birational morphism which is an isomorphism over an open substack having complement of codimension at least 2. We conclude: Proposition 3.3. With the above notation, there is an isomorphism of Picard groups
there is an isomorphism of GIT quotients
3.6. Duality between subbundles and quotient bundles. There is an obvious isomorphism Gr(k, n) ∼ → Gr(n − k, n) given functorially on a scheme T by
Remark 3.4. There is no apparent morphism of groupoids (
we can consider a bigger presentation of Gr(k, n) ∼ = Gr(n − k, n) incorporating both representation. The group GL k × GL n−k acts freely on
3.7. The Gale transform. By combining the Gel'fand-MacPherson correspondence (Proposition 3.1) with the duality between subbundles and quotient bundles, one can establish the Gale transform.
Proposition 3.5. Let n be a positive integer and 0 < k 1 , . . . , k m < n positive integers such that
The Gale transform Φ is a birational morphism which is an isomorphism in codimension 1 and induces an isomorphism
, there is an isomorphism of GIT quotients
Remark 3.6. Similarly one can write down a Gale transform for correspondences of products of flag varieties.
In the special case when each k i = 1, we recover:
Corollary 3.7. Let n < m be a positive integers. Consider the diagram
The Gale transform Φ is a birational morphism which is an isomorphism in codimension 1 which induces an isomorphism of GIT quotients
with the natural SL n (resp. SL m−n ) linearization.
Zariski-local description of the moduli space of ordered points in P 1
The purpose of this subsection is show how slicing can be used to produce two explicit Zariskilocal of descriptions of GIT quotients in the case of ordered point in P
1 . The first Zariski-local description for the quotient simply reproduces the result [HMSV09, Lemma 4.3] albeit in a slightly different language. The second Zariski-local description has the advantage that they cover the GIT quotient.
4.1. Setup. We consider the symmetric case for the action of SL 2 on n ordered points in P 1 (that is, the unique SL 2 -linearization of O(1) ⊠ · · · ⊠ O(1)). The non-symmetric case can be reduced to the symmetric case (see [HMSV09, Theorem 1.2]). The GIT quotient is the projective scheme
The first fundamental theorem of invariant theory says that R is generated by the invariants X ∆ where ∆ is a directed graph of vertices labeled 1 through n which each vertex having degree d and
Kempe's theorem states that R is generated by invariants of lowest degree (i.e. invariants of degree 1 if n is even and degree 2 if n is odd). Let I be the ideal of relations (that is,
where ∆ varies over degree 1 invariants). The result [HMSV09, Theorem 1.2] established that I is generated by relations of degree 4. The same authors more recently have shown that in general I is generated by the sign, Plücker relations and simple binomial relations when n = 6 over Z[1/12!]. This gives a complete and beautiful description of the projective ring of invariants R.
Zariski-local descriptions.
If n is odd, there are no strictly semistable points and PGL 2 -acts freely on (P 1 ) n,s as every stable configuration has at least three distinct points.. A Zariski-local description of the quotient is easy to give. For instance, around the point (0, 1, ∞, p 4 , . . . , p n ), the quotient can be described locally as W ∩ (P 1 ) n,ss where W = {(0, 1, ∞, q 4 , . . . , q n )} ⊆ (P 1 ) n . If n = 2m is even, the situation is more subtle as the point (0, . . . , 0, ∞, . . . , ∞) is strictly semistable. We will give two Zariski-local descriptions of the GIT quotient around this point.
First description. Consider the SL 2 -invariant open affine subscheme
n which is the non-vanishing locus of the section
By slicing the groupoid SL 2 ×U ⇉ U by the closed subscheme W = {P 1 = 0, P n = ∞} ֒→ U , we obtain the groupoid R| W ⇉ W where R| W ⊆ SL 2 ×U is defined by the vanishing of (x 1 , σ * x 1 , y n , σ * y n ). Since σ * x 1 = ax 1 + by 1 and σ * y n = cx n + dy 2 , R| W is defined by x 1 = y n = b = c = 0 so that R| W = G m × W . Using Proposition 2.4, one sees that SL 2 ×W σ → U is faithfully flat. One sees that the sliced groupoid R| W ⇉ W is the same as the groupoid induced from the action of G m ⊆ SL 2 on W . In other words, if U = [U/ SL 2 ], the composition W ֒→ U → U is faithfully flat and an SL 2 -torsor; that is,
We can write W = Spec Z[x i , y j ] xiyj −1 where G m = Spec Z[t] t acts via x i → tx i , y j → t −1 y j . The invariants of this action are clear: if we set W ij = x i y j , then
This reproves: 
is the non-vanishing locus of the section
This is the invariant section corresponding to the graph ∆ = 12 · 34 · · · · · (n − 1)n. Let W ֒→ U be the closed subscheme defined by
Consider the Plücker embedding
where
This gives the description
where F ij is the invariant A i D j .
4.5. Scheme-theoretic description of (P 1 ) n // SL 2 . The first main theorem of [HMSV09] in the case of the symmetric case states that over Z[1/3] for n = 6 the (P 1 ) n // SL 2 is scheme-theoretically cut out by the sign, Plücker, and simple binomial relations. Their proof uses two ingredients: (1) an induction argument to prove the result away from the strictly semistable points and (2) the explicit description of Proposition 4.1 ([HMSV09, Lemma 4.3]) to prove the result in a neighborhood around a strictly semistable point.
It is conceivable that Proposition 4.3 can give a direct proof of this theorem since such Zariski opens cover the GIT quotient. In fact, let J be the ideal generated by the sign, Plücker, and simple binomial relations and S = Z[X ∆ ]/J so that there is a surjective morphism π : S ։ R = Z[X ∆ ]/I where I is the ideal of relations. Let f = 1≤i≤m x 2i−1 y 2i −x 2i y 2i−1 . One must show that for n = 6, We stress though that Howard, Millson, Snowden and Vakil can prove the much stronger result that the ideal of relations is generated by the sign, Plücker, and simple binomial relations for n = 6. However, it is possible that our methods could be applicable to configurations of points in P m for m > 1 where very little is currently known.
The Kontsevich moduli space of stable maps
We recall from [Kon95] , [FP97] and [AO01] that the moduli stack of maps from smooth curves M 0 (P 1 , 2) over Spec Z is the category fibered in groupoids where an object over a scheme T is a pair (p : C → T, f : C → P 1 ) where C → T is a smooth, proper morphism whose geometric fibers are connected, genus 0 curves and f : C → P 1 is a morphism such that for any geometric point t ∈ T , f t :
It is well known that M 0 (P 1 , 2) is an Artin stack with finite inertia. Let V = {(A 1 x 2 + B 1 xy + C 1 y 2 , A 2 x 2 , B 2 xy + C 2 y 2 )} ∨ be the dual of the free Z-module consisting of two sections s 1 , s 2 ∈ Γ(P 1 , O(2)). Let X = PV and U be the open subscheme of X consisting of basepoint free sections. The locus ∆ = X \ U consisting of pairs of sections with basepoints is given by the vanishing of a degree 4 homogeneous function Λ (see Equation 1.1).
X has a natural action of G = P GL 2 and O(1) has a unique P GL 2 -linearization which on global sections is given by
where we have given P GL 2 the projective coordinates a, b, c, d.
Proposition 5.1. There is an isomorphism of Artin stacks 2) is a separated Deligne-Mumford stack. In characteristic 2, the stabilizer of the totally ramified degree 2 cover
2 ) ⊆ PGL 2 which is not reduced and not linearly reductive. In particular, M 0 (P 1 , 2) is a non-tame Artin stack over F 2 with finite inertia.
Proof. Let A be the prestack over the bigétale site of affine schemes whose objects over an affine scheme Spec A are surjective A-module homomorphisms α :
→ A 2 ) over f : Spec A 1 → Spec A 2 is the subgroup of elements g ∈ PGL 2 (A 1 ) such that there exists a ∈ A * 1 inducing a commutative diagram
Let B be the prestack whose objects over Spec A are morphisms f :
The morphisms Mor(f 1 , f 2 ) over Spec A 1 → Spec A 2 is the set of elements g ∈ PGL 2 (A 1 ) such that there is a commutative diagram
First, let W 1 = {A 1 = 0} \ {B 1 = C 1 = 0} and consider the diagram
By Proposition 2.4, to check that
→ PV is flat, we need to check that σ
Consider the groupoid R| W ⇉ W . We need to check that σ * C 2 does not vanish at any associated point in V (A 1 , σ * A 1 ) ⊆ PGL 2 × Z k(w) for w ∈ W . Since w / ∈ V (B 1 , C 1 ), we see that V (A 1 , σ * A 1 ) = V (A 1 , c(B 1 a+C 1 c)) has associated points (c) and (B 1 a+C 1 c). Since w / ∈ V (A 2 , B 2 ), σ * C 2 = It follows from the explicit computation of invariants in Theorem 1 that:
Corollary 5.4. A geometric point x : Spec k → PV corresponding to (s 1 , s 2 ) : P 1 → P 1 is not semistable if and only if s 1 = s 2 = (αx + βy) 2 for some α, β ∈ k. The geometric point x is properly stable if and only if (s 1 , s 2 ) is basepoint free.
For an algebraically closed field k, there is a unique closed point in the strictly semistable locus P(V ⊗ k) ss \ P(V ⊗ k) s corresponding to (xy, xy). The stabilizer is a 0 0 d ∪ 0 b c 0 . Any other point in the strictly semistable locus is equivalent to (xy, x(x + y)) which has a Z 2 -stabilizer.
Remark 5.5. One can also prove the corollary as an easy application of the Hilbert-Mumford criterion ([Mum65, Theorem 2.1]).
